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Cont…

• Climate change, directly and indirectly, effects on the health

of different age group population. The study explored the

precipitation of climate change and significant health

Problems in the Kolkata Metropolitan Area..

• Urban expansion influences on the extinction of open spaces

and ecologically sensitive areas. Land-use changes are the

driver's force for regional climate change.

• The weather attributes temperature variation, heavy rainfall

and humidity effect on health.

• Climate change-related variable effects on the health of

different age group population in the Kolkata Metropolitan

Area..

Key Findings

• The proposed study was carried out by using primary data.

This study nature is exploratory.

• Both qualitative and quantitative data was collected for the

study. The eligible sample was interviewed through the

semi-structured interview schedule and gather the required

information.

• The statistical techniques was used for data analysis

through a bivariate analysis and Chi-Square test.

• This study also used narrative analysis method for

qualitative data analysis.

Climate Change: Climate change in IPCC usage refers to a

change in the climate that can be identified (e.g., using

statistical tests) by changes in the mean and the variability

of its properties, which persists for an extended period,

typically decades or longer. It refers to any change in

climate over time, whether due to natural variability or as a

result of human activity.

Aim of the Study

Data Source & Methods of  Analysis

Urban resident responses the main causes of climate change in 

Kolkata Metropolitan Area

• Children, women, old age people were equally affected

negative health issue due to climate change.

• Self-reported major health problems are dengue, malaria,

diarrhea, eye irritation, asthma, and cold and cough.

• Focus Group Discussion and In-Depth Interviews

respondents have also reported the same health problems.

• Forty-seven percent and more than Sixty percent respondents

have perceived the vector borne disease and Asthma.

•

Table 3. Climate change related major health problems of

study population

Table 2. Knowledge and perception about climate change in Kolkata

Metropolitan Area

• The health impacts of climate change will be influenced by

a range of factors such as environment, socioeconomic

circumstances at country, regional, and personal

levels(Burton, Bambrick, & Friel, 2015).

• The health risk of vector-borne diseases, such as malaria and

dengue fever, increases with warming temperature from 1.5

°C to 2 °C (Cissé, 2019).

• Climate change is one of the emerging challenges to the

psychological health of the entire humanity (Kabir, 2018).

• Extreme temperature events and global climatic change may

put a significant health risk (Boeckmann, 2016).

• Physical and psychological health can be affected by the

social context; It is indirect impacts of climate change that

will affect interpersonal relationships within the

communities and overall quality of life (Manning &

Clayton, 2018).

• Groups of people at high risk of these adverse health effects

include the elderly, especially those who live independently.

Many people also have a higher risk of pre-existing

illnesses, and people living in congested areas or socio-

economically deprive (Vardoulakis et al., 2015).

• Climate change directly and indirectly effect on health of

the city population in Kolkata metropolitan Area.

• Our study revealed that a high proportion of surveyed

respondents have knowledge about the climate change

and climate change related health problems.

• Based on these key findings, Policy makers can

developed effective strategies protect the health issues

from the adverse effect of climate change.

•

• The study shows that the Respondents had a clear

perception and knowledge about climate change and

their health problems.

• Respondent reported that climatic variability, such as

temperature and rainfall patterns, changed over the last

thirty years.

• Around ninety percent of people reported that rainfall

pattern is changing as compared the previous year.

• But they still experienced temperature is increasing over

the time period.

• Over eighty percent of urban residents faced negative

health consequences due to climate change.

. 

•According to the World Bank Report and another published

report of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD) said in terms of population exposure,

by 2050, almost 40 percent of the city area and 47 percent

of city population would be affected as a climate change

consequence.

•Climate change is fast turning out to be a big challenge for

megacities in India.

Climatic phenomenon changed in last 30 years in 

Kolkata Metropolitan Area
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